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ABSTRACT: Wireless reprogramming for a wireless sensor network is the process of uploading new code or changing the 

functionality of existing code. For security reasons, every code update must be authenticated to prevent an adversary from 

installing malicious code in the network. All existing reprogramming protocols are based on the centralized approach in 

which only the base station has the authority to initiate reprogramming. However, it is desirable and sometimes necessary 

for multiple authorized network users to simultaneously and directly reprogram sensor nodes without involving the base 

station, which is referred to as distributed reprogramming. In this case, the network owner can also assign different 

reprogramming privileges to different users. Motivated by this consideration, develop a secure and distributed 

reprogramming protocol named SDRP, which is the first work of its kind. The protocol uses identity-based cryptography to 

secure the reprogramming and to reduce the communication and storage requirements of each node. Moreover, our 

theoretical analysis demonstrates the security properties of our protocol. It  also implement SDRP in a network of resource-

limited sensor nodes to show its high efficiency in practice. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Wireless reprogramming is the process of propagating a new code image or relevant commands to sensor nodes through 

wireless links after a wireless sensor network (WSN) is deployed. Due to the need of removing bugs and adding new 

functionalities, reprogramming is an important operation function of WSNs [1]. As a WSN is usually deployed in hostile 

environments such as the battlefield, an adversary may exploit the reprogramming mechanism to launch various attacks. 

Thus, secure programming is and will continue to be a major concern. There has been a lot of research focusing on secure 

reprogramming, and many interesting protocols have been proposed in recent years [6]. However, all of them are based on 

the centralized approach which assumes the existence of a base station, and only the base station has the authority to 

reprogram sensor nodes, as shown in the upper subfigure in Fig. 1. Unfortunately, the centralized approach is not reliable 

because, when the base station fails or when some sensor nodes lose connections to the base station, it is impossible to 

carry out reprogramming[3]. Moreover, there are WSNs having no base station at all, and hence, the centralized approach is 

not applicable. Also, the centralized approach is inefficient, weakly scalable, and vulnerable to some potential attacks along 

the long communication path. Alternatively, as shown in the lower subfigure in Fig. 1, a distributed approach can be 

employed for reprogramming in WSNs. It allows multiple authorized network users to simultaneously and directly update 

code images on different nodes without involving the base station. Another advantage of distributed reprogramming is that 

different authorized users may be assigned different privileges of reprogramming sensor nodes. This is particularly 

important in large-scale WSNs owned by an owner and used by different users from both public and private sectors . Quite 

recently, He et al. have proposed a secure and distributed reprogramming protocol named SDRP , which is The first work 

of its kind. Since a novel identity-based signature scheme is employed in generating public/private key pair of each 

authorized user, SDRP is efficient for resource-limited sensor nodes and mobile devices in terms of communication and 

storage requirements. Furthermore, SDRP can achieve all requirements of distributed reprogramming listed in [2], while 
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keeping the merits of the well-known mechanisms such as Deluge and Seluge [5]. Also, SDRP has been implemented in a 

network of resource-limited sensor nodes to show its high efficiency in practice.  (Cases) that define the hyper plane are the 

support vectors. However, preprocessing phase of SDRP, and an adversary can easily impersonate any authorized user to 

carry out reprogramming. To eliminate the identified security vulnerability, it propose a simple modification on SDRP 

without losing any features (such as distributed reprogramming, supporting different user 

Privileges, dynamic participation, scalability, high efficiency, and robust security) of the original protocol. Moreover, it 

show that, for security and efficiency consideration, any efficient identity-based signature algorithm which has survived 

many years of public scrutiny can be directly employed in SDRP. This paper also reports the experimental results of the 

improved SDRP in laptop PCs and resource limited sensor nodes, which show its efficiency in practice. The remainder of 

this paper is organized as follows briefly review SDRP in Section II and reprogramming protocol Section III[4]. Section IV 

Experiment design Section V concludes this paper and points out future research directions. 

  

II.RELATED WORK 

 

 In this propose the Secure and Distributed Reprogramming Protocol (SDRP), which extends Deluge to be a secure 

protocol. The main idea of SDRP is to map the identity and reprogramming privilege of an authorized user into a public-

/private-key pair. Based on the public key, user identity and his reprogramming privilege can be verified, and user 

traceability and different levels of user authorities can be supported. Since a novel identity-based signature scheme is 

employed in generating the public-/ private-key pair of each authorized user, the proposed protocol is efficient for resource-

limited sensor nodes and mobile devices in terms of communication and storage requirements[7]. Furthermore, the 

proposed protocol can achieve all the requirements of distributed reprogramming listed earlier, while keeping the merits of 

Deluge and Seluge. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first proposed protocol for distributed reprogramming in 

WSNs. As our proposed reprogramming is a distributed reprogramming protocol, each user has the different privilege of 

reprogramming[8]. It is not vulnerable to potential attack for long communication path It is efficient for resource limited 

sensor nodes 

 

 
 

 

Figure 1: System Architecture 
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III.A PROTECTED MULTI AUTHORIZING RE-PROGRAMMING PROTOCOL 

 

SELUGE REPROGRAMMING PROTOCOL 

 

The key contribution of Seluge is a novel way to organize the packets used to distribute new code images. By carefully 

arranging code dissemination data items and their hash images in packets, Seluge provides immediate authentication of 

each packet upon receipt, without disrupting the efficient propagation mechanisms used by Deluge[9]. Thus, it can defeat 

the DoS attacks exploiting authentication delays. Seluge properly authenticates advertisement and SNACK packets. As a 

result, it can prevent DoS attacks exploiting the Deluge epidemic propagation and suppression mechanisms. Seluge uses a 

signature to bootstrap the authentication of a new code image. However, unlike the previous attempts, Seluge uses a weak 

authentication along with the signature. This weak authentication mechanism has nice properties: It can be efficiently 

verified by a regular sensor node, but it takes a computationally powerful attacker a substantial amount of time to forge a 

weak authenticator. Moreover, it cannot be pre-computed. Thus, this weak authentication mechanism provides an effective 

filter of forged signatures. As a result, Seluge is not subject to the same DoS attacks against signature verifications as the 

previous approaches. 

  

DELUGE REPROGRAMMING PROTOCOL 

 

Among these protocols, Deluge is generally regarded as the state of the art and included in TinyOS distributions[10]. It uses 

an epidemic protocol for efficient advertisement of metadata and spatial multiplexing for efficient propagation of code 

images. However, since the design of Deluge did not take security into consideration, there have been several extensions to 

Deluge to provide security protection for reprogramming. Among them, Seluge enjoys both strong security and high 

efficiency. However, all existing reprogramming protocols are based on the centralized approach in which only the base 

station has the authority to reprogram the sensor nodes. When the base station wants to disseminate a new code image to 

certain sensor nodes, it transmits the signed code image to those nodes via multihop routing, and those nodes only accept 

the code image signed by it.  

 

NEED FOR DECENTRALIZED APPROACH 

 

Unfortunately, the centralized approach is vulnerable to the single point of failure and not reliable because reprogramming 

becomes impossible when the base station fails or when some nodes lose connections to the base station. Also, it is 

inefficient, weakly scalable, and vulnerable to potential attacks along the long communication path. The base station has to 

be online and accessible to any user at any time during the network operation[11]. Even worse, there are some WSNs that 

do not have any base station. Examples of such networks include a WSN deployed along an international border to monitor 

weapon smuggling and human trafficking. Having a base station in these WSNs introduces a very attractive attack target. 

Obviously, for such networks, it is necessary to have authorized network users to be able to carry out reprogramming in a 

distributed manner. 

IV.EXPERIMENT DESIGN 

 

4.1 NETWORK ADMIN 

 The network owner allows register the users and assigning the privilege to set of sensor nodes. The user has the privilege 

to access its neighbour sensor nodes. The owner allows to user can reprogram without admin involved. The network owner 

generates public and private key has to be generated for secure purpose of the sensor nodes. 
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4.2 USER PREPROCESSING 

The network owner set the privilege for the user and calculates the hash value of each packet in the page is added to the 

packet. The user has to provide signature for overall pages to ensure authentication. The message should contain the 

reprogramming privileges then targeted node identity set field indicates the identities of the sensor nodes which the network 

user wishes to reprogram. Partition the code image and add the signature with the code image. 

4.3 NODE CATEGORIZATION 

The user verify that whether the sensor node have the malicious behavior or not and infected node known as adversaries by 

using the following procedure. 

 Nodes infected at time t might infect other nodes in the Future 

 The final fraction of the infected nodes depends on the classification criterion, (e.g.,) threshold H. 

 For large H only few will be infected. 

 For small enough H all nodes will be infected. 

 

4.4  CHECK USER PRIVILEGES 

The sensor node checks the user privilege to analyses the particular user has the privilege to reprogram that sensor node and 

first pays attention to the legality of the programming privilege and the message. The sensor node checks that, the identity 

of that particular sensor node is present in the privilege list of the user or not. If it is present in the sense the system public 

parameters assigned by the network owner is verified after the verification the sensor node believes that, the code image is 

from the authenticated user and the sensor node verifies the data packets in the code image. 

 

4.5 DATA PACKETS VERIFICATION 

A Merkle tree is a tree in which every non-leaf node is labeled with the hash of the labels of its children nodes. The sensor 

nodes can authenticate the hash packets in page 0 once the nodes receive such packets, based on the security of the Merkle 

hash tree. Once the data packets in page I have been verified, a sensor node can easily authenticate the data packets in the 

page. Only if all verification procedures described previously pass, the sensor node accepts the code image. 

ITERATIVE ALGORITHM FOR NODE CLASSIFICATION 

 

 Input matrix M 

 Set Si=1 for known adversaries and to Si=0 for the     rest 

 Set a threshold H 

 For each unclassified node i, iterate from t=1: TMAX 

 
Nodes with S (TMAX) =1 are classified as adversaries 

 

Advantages 

 

Initially infected individuals (known adversaries).Nodes infected at time t might infect other nodes in the future. So, 

Iterative method detects the malicious nodes effectively and accurately. 

 

Procedure 

 

 Initially infected individuals (known adversaries) 

 Nodes infected at time t might infect other nodes in the Future 

 The final fraction of the infected nodes depend on the classification criterion, e.g., threshold H 

 For large H only few will be infected 

 For small enough H all nodes will be infected 
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 Algorithm is very sensitive to H 

 

V.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Already a number of secure reprogramming protocols have been proposed, but none of these approaches support distributed 

operation. Therefore, in my project, a secure distributed reprogramming protocol named SDRP with node classification 

algorithm has been proposed. In addition to analyzing the security of SDRP, I reported the evaluation results of SDRP by 

using the Network simulator Ns2 with network of resource-limited sensor nodes, which shows that SDRP is feasible in 

practice. To the best of our knowledge, until now, our protocol is the only one that allows authorized users to reprogram 

sensor nodes in a distributed manner and also classify the sensor nodes before sending the code image to the sensor node. 

Thus our proposed protocol provides more security while reprogramming the sensor nodes. 

 

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

 

In some applications, data are also required to be kept confidential due to the possibility of message interception. The 

wireless sensor network is widely used in the critical application like Military application. So need to transmit some 

confidential information over the network. The confidentiality can provide by using cryptographic techniques. As the WSN 

is the resource constrained network, need to consider the energy efficiency while providing the confidentiality. In future 

work study how to support confidentiality in the energy efficient manner in distributed reprogramming. 

 

LIMITATION 

 

SDRP with node classification is only applicable for the resource constrained small WSN. The authentication only has been 

considered, the confidentiality of the code image is not considered. Reprogramming with security consideration decreases 

the lifetime of the wireless sensor networks. 
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